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Advanced Query Training 
 

 
This training will cover the following advanced query topics: 
 

• Any Join 
• Expressions 
• Subquery 
• Union 
• Outer Join 

 
Any Join 
 
In many cases, you want to retrieve data from more than one record or specify criteria in 
your query from a second record.  In these cases, you need to link (JOIN) at least two 
records in one query.  First, we will review predefined joins. 
 
Tables and Views 
 
A record listed in your list of records may be either a table or a view.  A table physically 
stores data.  A view is a logical representation of data and may consist of data from 
multiple tables depending on how the record was defined in Application Designer.  
Additionally, views may already have criteria associated with them.  Therefore, it may be 
easier for users to create a query from a view rather than a table.  If an appropriate view is 
not provided and requires data form multiple tables, the Query user must know which 
tables the data is stored, and how to join those tables. 
 
A simple solution is for the Query user to submit a request to developers to create a view 
for them.  Then within Query, the user will only have to access one record (a view) for 
the report and not have to worry about accessing multiple tables and defining additional 
criteria. 
 
Joins 
 
A join enables the user to retrieve data from two or more records or specify criteria from 
more than one record.  Whenever a join is defined, the records involved are linked based 
on common fields. 
 
In Query, predefined joins can be generated as a Record Hierarchy join or a Related 
Record join.  Since these types of joins are predefined, you do not have to add any 
criteria to link the records manually. 
 
Record Hierarchy- Record Hierarchy joins use records that are parents or children of 
each other.  The hierarchical relationship is defined by the Parent Record in the 
Application Designer. 
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Related Record- Related record joins use records from non-hierarchical records that are 
related by common fields.  For example, description tables for common codes are related 
records.  This relationship is determined by the Prompt Table edit defined for a field in 
the Application Designer. 
 
Create a new query using predefined joins to retrieve specific information 
 

• Create a New Query with the JOB record 
• Select the three fields for output: EMPLID, PAYGROUP, EMPL_TYPE 

 

 
 
Record Hierarchy Join 
 
To join records that share a common high-level key, select the Query tab and click the 
Hierarchy Join hyperlink.  You’ll see all the records that have a parent/child relationship 
to your selected record as shown in the following: 
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• Select the EMPLOYMENT table from the list 
 
The newly joined record and its fields are displayed below the first record.  Notice that 
each record that is added to your query is assigned an incremental letter that represents an 
alias of the record. 
 
The second record denotes that it was joined with the first record.  In this example, 
EMPLOYMENT was joined with JOB. 
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• From the EMPLOYMENT table, select HIRE_DT 
 
Related Record Join 
 
The related records are specific to a field in one of the records previously selected.  If a 
field has a related record, you will see it listed as a hyperlink across from the field name. 
 

• Select the Query tab and from the JOB table locate the JOBCODE field 
• Click the Join JOBCODE_TBL- Job Codes hyperlink 
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• Click OK 
 

 
 
Your newly joined record appears below the others in the Query tab, under Chosen 
Records.  Notice that the description for the Record Hierarchy join includes “joined with 
A” and for the related record join the description includes “joined with A.JOBCODE – 
Job Code”. 
 

• Select the DESCR field from JOBCODE 
• Select the Fields tab 

 

 
 

• Let’s preview the query. 
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You can create queries based on multiple tables even when the table you’re joining is not 
in the parent hierarchy or related record hierarchy.  You manually link the tables to 
retrieve the most correct output. 
 
Enabling the Auto Join Feature 
 
You can join any record in your dictionary tree to your currently selected record(s).  
PeopleSoft Query can determine the conditions of the Any Join with the Auto Join 
option. 
 
Let’s say you want to retrieve some information about students and the 
companies/customers they work for.  For this example, you need to pull data from both 
the Student_Data table and the Customer table. 
 
Student_Data  Customer 
Student_ID (Key) Customer_ID (Key) 
Name    Descr 
Customer_ID 
 
After doing an Any Join and selecting the Student_ID and Name fields from the 
Student_Data record and the Descr field from the Customer record, the SQL would read 
as follows: 
 
SELECT A.Student_ID, A.Name, B.Descr FROM Student_Data A, 
Customer B WHERE A.Customer_ID = B.Customer_ID 
 
The WHERE clause is criteria that the Any Join would create.  This criteria would be 
found under the Criteria tab.  With the Auto Join option enabled, criteria is automatically 
added linking the common keys (Customer_ID) between two records. 
 
Auto Join is automatically enabled; you can turn it off using the Preferences link in 
Query Manager.  If the Auto Join is not enabled, you will need to create the necessary 
join criteria.   
 
Click the Preferences hyperlink. 
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Auto Join performs the join on all matching key fields (excluding EFFDT and EFFSEQ). 
 
Cartesian Joins 
 
When two or more records are joined, if the proper join criteria are not established 
(usually based on mutual KEY FIELDS) in the Query, a Cartesian Join may occur.  A 
Cartesian Join takes the data from the first row of table A and joins it with every row of 
data from table B, then repeats for every row of data in table A.  This does not provide 
the desired result and needlessly ties up the database server.  It could even cause your 
query to time out. 
 
The ability to create Any Joins can be disabled by user in the permission lists that are tied 
to their roles. 
 
Expressions 
 
Expressions are a way of adding fields to a query, in addition to the fields of the selected 
record(s).  These fields can be used for outputs as well as for defining criteria. 
 
Expressions allow the creation of calculations in a Query.  Calculations are rarely stored 
in a relational database.  Calculations are typically processed when a query is run. 
 
To create a user-defined calculation (expression) in a query, you need to know the SQL 
specific syntax for the expression. 
 
Reasons to use expressions: 

• As columns in the query output 
• As comparison values in selection criteria 
• To create outer joins 
• To translate coded values 
• To use SQL commands 

 
Creating Expressions in Queries 
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Expressions are calculations the Query Manager performs on behalf of a query.  They are 
used to calculate a value that the database doesn’t provide.  They can be used in two 
ways: as columns in the query output or in its criteria. 
 
Using Expressions as Columns in Query Output 
 
An expression can be treated as a field in the query.  When selected for output, you can 
change its column heading or sort by it. 
 
Create a query that displays a list of employees and adds years to their years of related 
work experience. 
 

• Create a new query using the PERS_DATA_EFFDT record 
• Select these fields: EMPLID, YEARS_OF_EXP 

 

 
Next, narrow the criteria by removing employees that have less than 10 years experience 
by adding the following criteria: 
 

 
 
Next, create a simple calculation that will add 10 to the reported work experience. 
 
Select the Expression tab and click the Add Expression button 
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Expression Type- Select the data type of the value that this expression returns. 
 
Length- Enter the maximum length of the string.  If you selected Number or Signed 
Number as the expression type, enter the number of digits in the Integer box and the 
number of digits to the right of the decimal in the Decimals box.  Make sure the Integer 
box is big enough, it will truncate the number if the size is not large enough. 
 
Aggregate Function- Select to create an aggregate function such as Sum, Avg, or Count. 
 
Add Prompt- Click to add a prompt as part of your expression 
 

• Enter the expression shown above in the Expression Text box. 
 
To display the result of the calculation (expression) in the query’s output, click the Use as 
Field hyperlink.  Select the field tab and compare with the following: 
 

 
 
Let’s preview the query. 
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The SQL should be as follows: 
 

 
 
Maintaining Expressions 
 
You maintain expressions on the Expressions page.  You can: 
 

• View all expressions 
• Modify expressions by clicking the appropriate Edit button 
• Delete expressions using the appropriate Delete button 

 
Using Expressions in Criteria 
 
In the query you just created, suppose you want to show only those employees who will 
have between 35 and 40 years in 10 years.  To do so, add your expression to a row of 
criteria as follows: 
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Using Prompts in Expressions 
 
What if you want to project out 15, 20, or 30 years?  First create a prompt and then edit 
your expression to include the new runtime prompt. 
 

 
 
Edit the expression to include the runtime prompt as follows: 
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Creating Expressions Using Literals 
 
Literals are text placeholders.  They are useful for combining text from two columns in a 
query. 
 
For instance, rather than have a separate column for an employees address, city, state and 
zip code, you can use an expression to combine them into one field. 
 
Create a query using PERSON_ADDRESS 
 

• Select the following fields: EMPLID, ADDRESS1, CITY, STATE, POSTAL 
• Add the criteria that the STATE field must equal WA (to narrow the results) 

 
The Oracle concatenation operator is || .  Text literals are always surrounded by single 
quotes (‘). 
 
Next, select the Expression tab and click on the Add Expression button.  Complete the 
following expression: 
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• Click the OK button and click on the Use as Field hyperlink.  Select the Fields tab 
and then click on the Edit button.  Change the heading text to “Full Address” 

 

 
 
Here is a Preview of the Query: 
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The SQL should be as follows: 
 

 
 
Subquery 
 
You use subqueries to check for information in another query and return that result set to 
use in the parent (original) query.  You can also check for a value in another query and 
use it in the parent query. 
 
Using Subqueries 
 
A subquery is a query within a query.  You use subqueries to compare a value for a 
field in the original query to the results of a second query.  Within the WHERE clause 
(Criteria tab) of a query, you reference another query.  Subqueries can: 
 

• Produce a single value or a list of values 
• Produce a single value that the query uses for comparison 
• Return a value of true or false 

 
The Condition Type that you specify in your criteria determines what the subquery 
returns to the query. 
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Although a subquery can only retrieve one data field from a single record, the subquery 
can contain a join.  You can use this feature to specify criteria based on two records. 
 
To set up a subquery, access the Criteria tab and specify subquery for Expression 2 Type, 
then click the Define/Edit Subquery hyperlink. 
 
You are taken to the Records tab to select a record for the subquery definition. 
 
Creating Subqueries 
 
Create a query to identify employees where their department head has over 20 years 
related experience. 
 
Create a new query based on the EMPLOYEES record. 
 

• Select the follow field: EMPLID 
• Add Criteria for the SUPERVISOR_ID field with the condition type of in list 

and the Expression Type of Subquery.  Select the Define/Edit Subquery link 
 

 
• Next, you will be taken to the Record tab where you will identify the record for 

the subquery.  Select the Add Record link for PERS_DATA_EFFDT. 
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• Next, you will be taken to the Query tab where you will identify the values which 
will be added to the list in the Parent Query.  Click on the Select hyperlink for the 
EMPLID field.  Only one field should be selected as output for the subquery. 
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• Next you will create the necessary criteria for the subquery.  The subquery should 
return a list of EMPLID’s of managers that have more than 20 years of 
experience.  From the Criteria tab click on the Add Criteria button and add the 
following criteria: 

 

 
 
Important! When the data being retrieved by the subquery is dependant upon data 
retrieved by the parent query, the subquery must be linked to the parent query.  The 
subquery cannot be run independently. 
 
Notice the Subquery/Union Navigation hyperlink; this is how you navigate between the 
parent query and the subquery. 
 
The SQL should be as follows: 
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Union 
 
When a join is used in a query, the resulting output is from that data which the selected 
records have in common.  Unions allow a query to define multiple SELECT statements 
and execute them at the same time and to consolidate the results into one output.  Unions 
can be used to combine records that have no fields in common and to retrieve similar data 
from unrelated records in one query. 
 
A Union is two (or more) separate select statements that are brought together in the same 
query.  There are three rules you must follow when using a Union- both select statements 
must have: 
 

• Same number of fields for selected outputs 
• Same field types 
• Same field order 

 
When using a union, create the first SELECT statement then click on the New Union 
hyperlink at the bottom of the Query Manager pages.  This action allows the creation of 
an additional SELECT statement. 
 
Keep in mind the following points when using Unions: 
 

• The sorting and headings are established in the first select statement 
• You cannot retrieve the long or short translate description in a Union 
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• Unions are automatically Distinct 
• You can have more than two SELECT statements; security options can limit the 

number of Unions a user can create within one query 
• Expressions and prompts appear at the bottom, once 
• It is difficult to tell at first which prompts or expressions you are looking at 
• Each SELECT statement can have its own criteria 

 
As an example, let's say that you want a query that returns the codes and descriptions of 
all Deduction Codes as well as all Job Codes.  This isn’t very practical, but it serves as a 
good example of the use of Union.  The only way to get this query is to use two separate 
SELECT statements and join them with a Union. 
 
Create a new query using the JOBCODE_TBL record 
 

• Select the following fields: JOBCODE, DESCR 
 
Previewing this query shows us that there are 2639 job codes currently in the system. 
 

• Select the Fields tab and click on the New Union hyperlink. 
• Next you will be taken to the Record tab where you will identify the record for the 

next SELECT statement.  Search for the DEDUCTION_TBL record, and click on 
the Add Record hyperlink. 

• Select DEDCD and DESCR in that order 
 
Now when we preview the query we get 2749 rows back, which now include all 
Deduction Codes and Job Codes.  The problem, however, is now we can’t tell apart the 
two.  We will now add a literal to our query that specifies what data each row contains. 
 
Using Literals as Placeholders 
 
Literals can be used as placeholders, or pieces of text.  Earlier in this training literals were 
used in an expression to concatenate the pieces of an address into one field.  Literals are 
also useful in creating complex Unions.  When a Union is created, it is required that each 
SELECT statement have the same number of fields (The fields don’t have to be the 
same).  This is where applying literals as placeholders comes in handy. 
 
To help in our previous query, we will create a third row of data that will be populated 
with JOB if the row contains a job code and with DEDUCTION if the row contains a 
deduction code. 
 

• Select the Expressions tab and note that you are Working on selection: Top 
Level of Query 

• Click the Add Expression button and create an expression with an expression type 
of Character and a length of 10.  Enter ‘JOB’ in the Expression Text box.  The 
result should be as follows: 
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• Click OK and then click the Use as Field hyperlink 
• Select the Fields tab and change the Heading Text to the new field to Source 

 
The sorting and headings are established in the first SELECT statement (A Table).  These 
headings appear in the query after the Union is created. 
 
Now create a literal for the second statement: 
 

• Select the Query tab and click on the Subquery/Union Navigation hyperlink 
 

 
• Click on the Union 1 hyperlink 
• Select the Expressions tab and note that you are Working on selection: Union 1 
• Click on the Add Expression button and create an expression with an Expression 

Type of Character and Length of 10.  Enter ‘DEDUCTION’ into the Expression 
Text box.  The result should be as follows: 
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• Click OK and then click the Use as Field hyperlink 
• Preview the query, notice the new column, the results should be as follows: 

 

 
 
Viewing Union SQL 
 
Let’s take a look at some of features discussed earlier: 
 

• Unions preserve unique rows 
o If both SELECT statements retrieve the same row, that row only appears 

once in the final query output.  Unions remove duplicates based on all 
fields selected. 

 
• Translate values (long or short description) cannot be displayed in a Union query 
• You cannot order the results of each SELECT statement in the query. 
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o To order the output, specify the order of the fields in the first SELECT 
statement 

 
• Column heading names for the output come from the heading definitions 

specified in the first SELECT statement 
 
The SQL should be as follows: 
 

 
 
Outer Join 
 
When a join is used in a query, the resulting output is from the data which the joined 
records have in common.  With an Outer Join you can join two records and force a row to 
be returned even when there isn’t a match between records. 
 
Using Outer Joins 
 
In an Outer Join, all rows of data are included from the master table (first record added to 
the query).  Matching rows from the subordinate tables are also included.  You must be 
aware of you database and the syntax it recognizes to perform an outer join.  You will 
need to use different syntax according to the different database platforms.  This material 
is presented according to Oracle recognized syntax. 
 
Outer Joins combine concepts from Record Hierarchy joins and Subqueries.  Remember 
that a record hierarchy join returns rows where the fields are in common from different 
table (Where A.Field1 equals B.Field1), and a subquery can return rows that don’t exist 
in a secondary table. 
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An example of an Outer Join: We want a table that lists all countries and the employees 
from those countries.  Countries without citizens that have worked at BYU should also be 
included in our output. 
 
Create a New Query using the COUNTRIES_TBL record 
 

• Select the COUNTRY and DESCR fields 
• Join the table with the PERSON_ADDRESS table 
• When preview, the query returns the following results (185.327 results returned): 

 

 
 
We will see that not all countries are listed in this query when we add the Outer Join.  
Only those countries that have employees are included in the output.  When the two 
records are joined, only the information they have in common is included in the output.  
An outer join will also let us include information that the records do not have in common. 
 
Creating Outer Joins 
 
Since we used Auto Join to join these tables, the join criteria can be modified.  To 
perform an outer join, you must use Auto Join so that the join criteria can be changed.  
Modification to the Join Criteria must follow the recognized syntax based on the 
database being used. 
 
Oracle Syntax 
 
Edit the Join Criteria and modify Expression 2 for each row of join criteria.  Change the 
Expression 2 Type to an Expression.  If you are accessing an Oracle database create an 
Expression with the original field name followed by a plus sign.  The SQL syntax for the 
Join Criteria should read as follows: A.FIELD1 = B.FIELD1(+).  The recognized syntax 
for the Oracle database is an open parenthesis, a plus sign and a closed parenthesis 
[(+)] to the right of the field from the subordinate record. 
 
Here are the steps to transform the original query into an Outer Join: 
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• Select the Criteria tab, edit the first row of Join Criteria (COUNTRY) 
• Change the Choose Expression 2 Type to Expression 
• Enter the following in the Expression box: B.COUNTRY(+) 

 
The following is how the Criteria Properties should appear: 
 

 
The following is how the Criteria Page should appear: 
 

 
 
Previewing the query now gives us more results, which are the country rows without any 
employees (185,435 results returned compared to 185,327). 
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The SQL should look like the following: 
 

 
 
Using a Union and a Subquery as a Workaround for an Outer Join 
 
If you do not have security or rights to use an Outer Join, or if you are unaware of the 
recognized syntax for the database you are accessing, you cannot create an Outer Join.  
However, you can achieve the effect of an Outer Join by using a subquery and a union.  
The first select statement could retrieve countries that don’t have any employees at BYU 
(subquery) and the second select could retrieve countries that do have employees at BYU 
(Join).  Create a Union for these two select statements and achieve the same results as an 
outer join.  It is best to avoid using Outer Joins or the workaround unless absolutely 
necessary as they are very taxing on the database server.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


